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NEW SEAT LEON
5-STAR REVIEW
Find out how this family hatchback beats its
key rivals – and why it should top your shortlist

OUR IN-DEPTH VERDICT

PITTED AGAINST RIVALS

STYLISH & SPACIOUS

“Fun to drive. A fantastic all-rounder”

“The Leon’s engine is more refined”

“Room for six carry-on suitcases”

REVIEW

SEAT Leon
THE SEAT LEON is a perfect example of
why the most popular things in life aren’t
always the best. How so? Well, this Spanish
hatchback is massively outsold by its closest
rivals, but – when you weigh everything up –
it’s actually a better car than all of them.
If you aren’t familiar with exactly where
the Leon sits in the car world, it’s what we
class as a family car. That means it’s about
the same size as a Ford Focus or Volkswagen
Golf, and those are, indeed, two of the cars
the Leon competes with in the sales charts.
All versions of the Seat Leon come with
five doors as standard, although there’s a
choice of engines ranging from ‘does the job’
to smile-inducingly brisk. You can also pick
between relatively modest SE (or SE Dynamic)
trim, or the more extrovert styling and
sportier driving manners of the FR trim.
So, we’ve already told you the Seat Leon is
a class-leader – why wouldn’t you just go out
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and buy one? Well, just because the Leon is a
better all-rounder than its rivals, that doesn’t
necessarily mean it’s the perfect choice for you.
In some areas, it trails other cars in the class,
and if those areas are crucially important to
you, you might be better off looking elsewhere.
Read on and we’ll tell you where the Seat
Leon excels and also run you through its few
weaknesses. Plus we’ll tell you which of the
engines, trims and optional extras we think
make the most sense.
PERFORMANCE & DRIVE
What it’s like to drive,
and how quiet it is
Engine, 0-60mph and gearbox

The cheapest engine is a 1.0-litre petrol (badged
1.0 TSI 110). We haven’t tried this in the latest
Leon but, based on how it performs in other
similar-sized cars, it should be up to the job.

You’ll certainly appreciate the extra punch
of the 128bhp 1.5-litre petrol (badged 1.5 TSI 130),
though. The acceleration this offers won’t
exactly take your breath away, but it’s a really
flexible engine, meaning there’s plenty of pull
at low revs all the way to 6000rpm and beyond.
The 148bhp version of the same 1.5-litre
petrol (badged 1.5 TSI 150) is even sweeter and
endows the Leon with proper performance. In
our tests, it managed to sprint to 60mph from
a standstill in just 7.7sec, which isn’t far off
what some hot hatchbacks can manage.
Suspension and ride comfort

Go for the popular FR trim and your Leon
will come fitted with sports suspension. This is
obviously intended to help the car dart around
corners, as we’ll come on to discuss in the next
section, but it also impacts ride comfort.
You certainly won’t be wincing every time
you hit a drain cover, or taking the long route

home to avoid speed bumps, but you do feel
big impacts more than you would in a Golf,
and you’ll notice yourself being jostled around
in your seat along even relatively smooth
roads.If comfort is a priority, it’s probably best
to stick with SE or SE Dynamic trim, both of
which have softer, more forgiving suspension.

that less effort is required when you’re parking
or winding your way up a multi-storey car park.
We haven’t tried the softer suspension
that is fitted to SE and SE Dynamic models,
but expect a slight loss of agility and a bit
more body sway through the corners.

Handling

Cruise along a motorway and you’ll hear
a bit more road and wind noise than you
would in a Focus or Golf, but not enough
to make the Leon a wearing long-distance
companion. Indeed, its light but positive
clutch pedal and sweet manual gearshift
make it a pleasure to drive in built-up areas.
The 1.5 TSI 130 engine isn’t the smoothest
or quietest around, though; it transmits an
annoying buzz to the soles of your feet and
sounds rather coarse when worked hard.
This is surprising because the more powerful
1.5 TSI 150 is much smoother and quieter.

The sports suspension fitted to FR models
really helps the Leon shine on twisty roads.
The car turns into bends keenly with little body
lean and, thanks to lots of grip, you can carry a
surprising amount of speed through corners.
True, the Leon FR isn’t quite as playful as a
Ford Focus ST-Line, but it has more naturally
weighted steering than that car, helping to
give you the confidence to drive quickly
(when it’s appropriate to do so, of course).
The steering weight can be adjusted using
the touchscreen; you can make it lighter so

Noise and vibration

INTERIOR
The interior layout, fit and finish
Driving position and dashboard

You sit lower in the Leon than you do in a Ford
Focus; that’s neither good nor bad unless you
have a personal preference for how high you
like to levitate from the road. Regardless, the
Leon’s driving position is fundamentally great
thanks to pedals that line up neatly with the
seat and steering wheel, and a driver’s seat
that’s comfy on long journeys and supportive
through corners. The fact that all trims come
with adjustable lumbar support certainly helps
Our only complaint is that the Leon doesn’t
have proper dashboard buttons and switches
– it uses touch-sensitive pads instead.
You can’t find these by feel, so have to
look away from the road to check you’re not
just pressing a random bit of the dashboard.
That’s distracting at 30mph, let alone 70mph.
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Seat Leon

REVIEW
Visibility, parking sensors and cameras

The Leon has reasonably thin windscreen
pillars, so forward visibility is fine – but chunky
rear pillars make seeing what’s behind you
when reversing trickier than it is in some rivals.
At least what you can’t see will be announced
audibly – hopefully not by a loud crunching
noise, but by rear parking sensors.
Go for SE Dynamic trim or above and you’ll
get sensors at the front of the car as well,
although it’s a pity that the only way to get a
rear-view camera is by forking out for rangetopping, limited edition FR First Edition trim.
Powerful LED headlights come as standard,
but go for FR trim and the lights gain the
ability to dip themselves automatically to
avoid dazzling oncoming drivers at night.
Sat nav and infotainment

Go for entry-level SE trim and you’ll get an
8.3in touchscreen, a DAB radio, Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto smartphone mirroring, a
seven-speaker sound system and two USB-C
ports. All of the higher trim levels come with
an enlarged 10in touchscreen, and add built-in
sat-nav and natural voice recognition. FR trim
brings a couple of extra USB-C ports, too.
The larger screen (we haven’t tried the
smaller one yet) is bright and clear and the
operating system it runs is far more intuitive
than the rival Volkswagen Golf’s. The fact that
it’s a touchscreen inevitably means that, when
you use it, some of your attention is diverted
from the road, but this is kept to a minimum.
The natural voice control function works
really well, too. You wake it up by saying
“Hola, Hola”, and then talk to it like you would
another human being. Say “I’m hot” and it will
turn up the air-con. While it isn’t infallible, we
found it works well with a variety of accents.
Quality

The Leon certainly has a plusher interior than
the Focus. You’ll find squidgy, dense-feeling
plastic on the top of the dashboard and above
the armrests on the doors, plus the buttons
on the steering wheel are nicely weighted
and don’t feel at all cheap.
It doesn’t look or feel as posh inside as a
BMW 1 Series, but then you probably wouldn’t
expect it to. It’s a closer-run thing with the Golf,
but the VW just edges it; the Leon’s slightly
low-rent door pulls are the main reason.
PASSENGER & BOOT SPACE
How it copes with people and clutter
Front space

There’s absolutely loads of head room in the
front of the Leon, and its seats slide back a
long way, too. In fact, we can confidently say
that no matter how tall you are, you’ll fit.
You’ll also find an array of storage spots
dotted around the place. These include a
decent-sized glove box and broad door bins,
a tray for your mobile phone in front of
the gear lever, two cupholders and a cubby
under the front armrest.
Rear space

If you’re thinking the Leon is bound to be a less
practical choice than a Volkswagen Golf, you’re
in for a surprise. It’s actually a longer car than
its VW cousin and has quite a lot more rear
leg room because of it. Indeed, rear space is
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roughly on a par with that of the Ford Focus,
although that car is more comfortable for a
middle passenger because he or she doesn’t
have to straddle such a big hump.
Seat folding and flexibility

The Leon’s rear seats don’t do anything
particularly clever, but they do fold in a 60/40
split for those occasions you need extra space
for luggage. There’s also a ski hatch, meaning
you can carry two rear passengers in comfort
and slide a long, narrow load between them.
Boot space

The Leon’s boot isn’t up there with family car
leviathans – namely the Skoda Octavia and
Scala – but it betters the Focus and Golf for
load-lugging ability. We managed to slot six
carry-on sized suitcases below the parcel shelf
(one more than the Golf), although there is a
big drop onto the boot floor from the entrance.
It’s a pity that Seat doesn’t offer a
height-adjustable boot floor, which would
also iron out the step in the floor you’re left
with when folding down the rear seats.
COSTS & VERDICT
Everyday costs, plus how reliable and safe it is
Costs, insurance groups,MPG and CO2

The Leon is priced below the Ford Focus and
Volkswagen Golf when you’re comparing
like-for-like versions, but it’s still quite a lot
more expensive than a Skoda Scala.
We reckon the 1.5 TSI 130 in sporty FR trim is
the best buy. It’s a really economical engine,
both on paper and in the real world, and is
significantly cheaper than the more powerful
1.5 TSI 150. We haven’t tried the mild-hybrid
eTSI yet, but it’s expensive and its official
fuel economy isn’t that impressive.
If you’re thinking about taking out a PCP
finance agreement, it’s worth bearing in mind
that monthly repayments won’t necessarily be
lower on a Leon than they would be on more
expensive rivals, including the Golf. That’s
because PCP deals factor in likely depreciation,
so get a selection of quotes before deciding.
Equipment, options and extras

Don’t dismiss the entry-level SE trim; it’s
surprisingly well equipped. You get 16in alloy
wheels, air-conditioning, keyless start, cruise
control and even metallic paint as standard.
We do think SE Dynamic is worth the extra,
though, because as well as the infotainment
upgrades we mentioned earlier, it adds
larger 17in wheels and tinted rear windows.
FR trim brings an auto-dimming rear-view
mirror, rain-sensing wipers, climate control
and ‘dynamic’ indicators – these illuminate a
series in LEDs one after the other, effectively
pointing in the direction you’re about to turn.
FR models also have sports suspension, so it’s
definitely the one to go for if you value agile
handling over a comfortable ride.
Reliability

This version of the Leon was too new to
feature in the 2019 What Car? Reliability
Survey, but the overall Seat brand performed
averagely well, finishing 15th (out of 31) in
the overall league table.
All versions of the Leon come with a two-year
unlimited-mileage warranty and a third year

of cover as long as your total mileage doesn’t
exceed 60,000 miles. That’s pretty standard for
the family car class, although not as impressive
as the Kia Ceed’s seven-year warranty.
You can, of course, pay extra to have your
warranty extended if you plan to keep
your Leon for longer.
Safety and security

The Leon hadn’t been appraised by Euro NCAP
at the time of writing, but there’s no reason to
suspect it shouldn’t get a very good score.
All versions come with automatic
emergency braking (AEB), lane-keeping
assistance, tyre-pressure monitoring and a
driver fatigue monitor. If you choose FR trim,
you’ll have the option to add a Driving and
Safety pack, which brings a host of extra aids,
including traffic sign recognition and adaptive
cruise control. It’s reasonably priced so is
definitely worth considering.
To help ward off thieves, all versions of the
Leon come with an alarm and an immobiliser.

Seat Leon
For: Great to drive; loads of space in
the boot; well equipped
Against: Firm ride on FR models; road
noise; barely any optional extras

SAYS
The latest Seat Leon is a
fantastic all-rounder. If you’re
looking for a fun-to-drive family
hatchback with a roomy interior
and loads of standard kit, it
should be right at the top of
your shortlist.
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COMPARISONS

THE CONTENDERS
NEW

Ford Focus
1.0 Ecoboost Hybrid 125
Titanium X Edition
List price £25,190
Target Price £23,694
The hatchback to beat for
handling, and now with
updated trims and engines.

Fits to
a tee

NEW

Seat Leon
1.5 TSI 150 Evo FR
List price £24,805
Target Price £22,941
The first of our all-new
contenders comes with the
most powerful engine here
and in a sporty trim.

The Ford Focus faces a fierce battle
against a new Seat Leon and the
Volkswagen Golf Mk8. Let’s see
which of them is the best family car

NEW

Photography: Olgun Kordal
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Volkswagen Golf
1.5 TSI 130 Style
List price £25,495
Target Price £24,382
An all-new Golf is always
big news and, like the Leon,
this one arrives carrying lots
of new technology.

SEQUELS ARE RARELY better
than the original, are they? And
when you string an idea out for
a third or fourth instalment, let
alone an eighth, it’s often a sign
of a once-grand idea that’s long
past its sell-by date.
Well, Volkswagen certainly
hopes that isn’t the case here,
because while its upcoming ID 3
electric car is hogging most of
the headlines, the new but far
more traditional Golf Mk8 is still
very much part of the German
brand’s business plan. To find out
whether the Golf is still a great
buy almost half a century after
it first appeared, we’re pitting it
against the closely related – and
equally fresh – Seat Leon.
Given that the new Leon is
available with exactly the same
128bhp 1.5-litre petrol engine
as our chosen Golf, you might
assume that’s what we’ve lined

Ford Focus vs Seat Leon vs Volkswagen Golf

COMPARISON
up here. And that, dear reader, was
indeed the plan. What turned up,
though, due to a mix-up at Seat
HQ, was a more powerful 1.5 TSI
150 model – something we only
discovered when we questioned
why it was unexpectedly nippy
(more on that later).
But far from being a disaster,
this has actually created a great
opportunity for the Leon’s
supposedly sporty character to
really shine – something it has
no excuses for not doing, given
its extra power and the stiffer
suspension that FR trim brings.
It’ll need to really impress
on the road to better the Ford
Focus, though. This huge-selling
hatchback has long been the keen
driver’s choice in this class, and
the latest version is anything but
a one-trick pony.
DRIVING
Performance, ride,
handling, refinement

By the time you read this, some
changes will have been made to
the Focus’s engine line-up. The
same 123bhp 1.0-litre petrol engine
will still be available, but if you’re
placing a factory order rather than
buying from existing stock, it will
come with mild hybrid electrical
assistance to improve fuel
economy and performance.
That’s a good thing, because the
Focus doesn’t currently impress
in either of those areas. We’ll deal
with real-world economy later,
but performance is probably best
described as ‘acceptable’. That’s to
say, you won’t struggle to get up
steep hills or keep up with traffic
on the motorway, and there’s
enough pull from low revs to avoid
the need to thrash the engine hard.
We’ve already tried the new mild
hybrid system in the Puma, and it
should give a small but noticeable
increase in oomph when you put
your foot down in the Focus.
The mild hybrid Focus would
still be the slowcoach of this
particular trio, though. The larger
engines in the Golf and Leon offer
much quicker acceleration, with
even the Golf capable of hitting
60mph from rest more than a
second quicker than the Focus.
Given our test car’s extra power,
you probably won’t be surprised
to learn that the Leon is quickest.
You don’t really notice any extra
punch at low revs, partly because
it has longer gearing than its two
rivals, but let the revs build and its
acceleration advantage over the
Golf is as great as the Golf’s is over
the Focus. It managed to sprint
from 0-60mph in just 7.7sec.
More of a surprise is the fact
that the Leon’s engine is also
more refined than that of the

FORD FOCUS

PERFORMANCE
Weather conditions Damp

0-60mph
9.9sec

Top
speed
124mph

‘Very little road noise reaches your
ears at motorway speeds in the Focus’

Acceleration
30-70mph
through the gears 9.7sec
30-50mph
3rd 4.5sec 4th 6.6sec 5th 9.3sec 6th 15.2sec

Focus has playful handling when it’s pushed hard, but its steering feels unnatural
Noise at 30mph 62.0dB

0

100

Noise at 70mph 67.8dB

0

100

SEAT LEON

50-70mph
3rd 5.7sec 4th 7.4sec 5th 9.3sec 6th 12.5sec
Braking
30-0mph 10.6m
70-0mph 57.9m

BEST
HANDLING

PERFORMANCE

0-60mph
7.7sec

Top
speed
134mph

‘The Leon has a quieter engine than the
Golf, but in other respects it isn’t as hushed’

Acceleration
30-70mph
through the gears 7.5sec
30-50mph
3rd 4.6sec 4th 6.4sec 5th 8.7sec 6th 13.6sec

Agile, grippy and sweetly balanced, the Leon trumps even the Focus for handling
Noise at 30mph 61.7dB

0

100

Noise at 70mph 70.1dB

0

100

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF

50-70mph
3rd 4.7sec 4th 6.3sec 5th 7.8sec 6th 9.9sec
Braking
30-0mph 10.2m
70-0mph 53.4m

PERFORMANCE

0-60mph
8.8sec

Top
speed
133mph

Acceleration
30-70mph
through the gears 8.2sec
30-50mph
3rd 4.6sec 4th 6.3sec 5th 7.9sec 6th 11.5sec

Golf is capable but hardly exciting, with more body lean in corners than its rivals
Noise at 30mph 61.7dB

0

100

Noise at 70mph 67.9dB

0

100
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50-70mph
3rd 4.9sec 4th 6.6sec 5th 8.5sec 6th 11.2sec
Braking
30-0mph 11.2m
70-0mph 61.2m

‘This Golf isn’t quite as brilliant at
smothering bumps as its predecessor’

BEST
RIDE

Golf – which is traditionally a cut
above its mainstream peers in
this respect. You feel a surprising
amount of buzz through its
pedals and the engine sounds
coarse when it’s revved hard.
Plus, when you lift off the
accelerator and two-cylinder
mode automatically kicks in – to
save fuel – it sounds as though a
Chinook helicopter is hovering
somewhere in the distance.
This happens in the Leon too,
but it’s less obvious, and the
engine is smoother and quieter
the rest of the time. Whether this
is due to the power difference or
because Seat’s engineers have done
a better job of isolating the engine
from the interior, we won’t be able
to say until we’ve sampled more
variants of both cars.
In other respects, the Leon isn’t
particularly hushed. There’s a
constant drone from the tyres on
the motorway and you can hear
the wind whooshing over the
windscreen. It isn’t exactly rowdy,
but if you like a quiet life or you’ve
got a long motorway journey
ahead of you, you’ll appreciate the
Golf’s better cruising manners.
Overall, though, the Focus is the
most hushed at 70mph, mainly
due to the fact that very little road
noise reaches your ears. It also
has the quietest engine, despite
the offbeat three-cylinder thrum
it pipes out. However, the Focus
has a slightly rubbery gearshift
(the Leon’s is most satisfying)
and an overly sharp brake pedal.
By contrast, the Leon’s brakes are
rather spongy, with the first inch
or so of pedal travel doing nothing
to slow the car. The Golf’s? Well,
that’s just about perfectly judged.
Brakes aside, the Leon is a
joyful thing to drive. It changes
direction eagerly, grips hard and
stays neatly balanced through fast
corners, never feeling unruly or
unpredictable. In fact, it betters
even the Focus, the hitherto class
benchmark for driving fun. Yes,
the Focus is a little more playful
when pushed to its limits, but
its steering feels unnaturally
weighted, being too keen to return
to centre in your hands.
Switch to the Golf from the
Leon and it’s obvious that they’re
closely related, in part because
their steering responds at the
same speed. Beyond that, though,
there are some big differences.
Without the sports suspension
that’s fitted to FR versions of the
Leon, the Golf leans more through
corners – the most of all three cars,
in fact – and is the least composed
when asked to change direction
quickly. Unless driving thrills are
high on your list of priorities,
though, you really won’t complain.
And in any case, surely it’s the
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COMPARISON
best for ride comfort? Well, yes –
although not by as much as you
might imagine. Whereas recent
versions of the Golf, including the
previous Mk7, had class-leading
bump-smothering abilities, this
new one isn’t quite as good. Along
most roads, you’re jostled around
in a mildly irritating manner,
and on the motorway you might
actually prefer the Leon’s more
tightly tied-down manners.
However, there’s no doubt that the
Leon is more jarring over ridges,
expansion joints and broken
surfaces – especially around town.
The Leon is still more agreeable
along most roads than the Focus,
though. The latter isn’t downright
uncomfortable, but it always
transmits bumps to your backside
in the most abrupt fashion. If
comfort is high on your list of
priorities, it’s the one to avoid.
BEHIND THE WHEEL
Driving position, visibility,
build quality

All three have neatly aligned
pedals, steering wheels and
driver’s seats, allowing you to sit in
a natural position – albeit farther
from the road in the Focus than
the other two. Each has a centre
armrest to lean on and a comfy
seat with oodles of adjustment,
including for height and lumbar
support. The main difference
is that, in the Leon and Golf, it’s
all done manually, whereas the
Focus’s seat is powered.
So, chances are you’ll be sitting
comfortably when you come to
operate the controls. The Focus
makes this easy by taking an
old-school approach, with big,
easy-to-find buttons, plus real
knobs for the climate control and
headlights – and it works well.
For more contemporary
glamour, the Leon and Golf
eschew physical buttons in favour
of small, touch-sensitive pads,
including for the temperature
settings. There are a few proper
buttons on the steering wheel, but
only for controlling things like the
cruise control, trip computer and
sound system’s volume.
What’s the problem with
touch-sensitive buttons? You
can’t find them by feel, so you
have to look away from the road
to check you’re not just pressing
a random bit of the dashboard.
That’s distracting at 30mph, let
alone 70mph, and even then
they don’t always register inputs.
Compounding matters, the rest of
their climate controls are buried
in the infotainment touchscreens
(see more on those in the panels).
All three have reasonably thin
windscreen pillars, so forward
visibility is fine – but the Golf is

FORD FOCUS

INFOTAINMENT
1 Focus’s interior
quality is the least
impressive; the fauxmetal trim across
the dashboard looks
particularly cheap

2

2 Analogue dials are
clear and easy to
read; buy now and
you’ll get full digital
instruments to match
the Leon and Golf

1

3 Driving position is
widely adjustable, and
this is the only car
here with an electric
driver’s seat. All of the
knobs and buttons
are easy to use

3

SEAT LEON

WHAT YOU GET
Ford Focus
Titanium X Edition

✓ Standard 7 Not available

Display
size

Sat-nav

DAB
radio

8.0in

✓

✓

Wireless Bluetooth Apple
CarPlay
phone
charging

✓

✓

✓

Android Speakers
Auto

✓

6

Voice
control

✓

Upgraded Emergency
sound
SOS
system response
£400

✓

INFOTAINMENT
1 Both the Leon and
Golf eschew simple
buttons that you can
find by feel, for touchsensitive controls that
require you look away
from the road

2

1

3

2 As in the Golf,
you can arrange the
digital instrument
panel in multiple ways
via buttons on the
steering wheel
3 Interior design looks
contemporary, and
in the main it feels
well put together.
Only some cheaper
detailing lets it down

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF
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The Focus has the smallest
screen and the least detailed
graphics of the bunch. Some
of the icons are also quite
small, but the menus are
mainly easy to understand. It
matches its rivals for kit, and
the screen sits in a prominent
position, so it’s easy to see
and reach. Voice activation
is standard, but unlike in the
Leon it’s not ‘natural speech’,
so you have to read out set
commands. A B&O stereo
upgrade is available that
sounds warm and punchy.

BEST
SYSTEM

The Leon’s screen is the
same size as the Golf’s but
doesn’t look quite as sharp. Its
software is completely different,
and we much prefer it. The
unconventional menus seem
a tad confusing at first, but
within 15 minutes they make
sense, and the screen is more
responsive to inputs than the
Golf’s. You also get natural
voice recognition as standard;
this understands you most
of the time, although it does
take a while to digest what
you’ve requested.

SPACE AND PRACTICALITY
Front space, rear space,
seating flexibility, boot

WHAT YOU GET
Seat Leon
FR

Display
size

Sat-nav

DAB
radio

✓ Standard 7 Not available

10.0in

✓

✓

Wireless Bluetooth Apple
phone
CarPlay
charging

✓

✓

✓

Android Speakers
Auto

✓

7

Voice
control

✓

Upgraded Emergency
sound
SOS
system response

✗

✓

INFOTAINMENT
1 Interior quality no
longer matches the
class best, but it’s the
best here, with smart
metal trims and glassy
black surfaces
2 Physical controls on
the steering wheel for
volume, cruise control
and media are much
simpler to use than
the touch-sensitive
ones elsewhere

2
1

3

3 Driving position is
pretty much identical
to the Leon’s. Both
seats provide good
support and longdistance comfort

easiest to reverse in, because it
has slimmer rear pillars than its
rivals. What you can’t see will be
announced audibly by front and
rear parking sensors, which are
standard on all three cars. You’ll
need to fork out extra if you want
a reversing camera on the Focus
and Golf, and you can’t have one
on the Leon.
Interior quality is something
that, once upon a time, the Golf
would’ve walked in a test against
a Focus or a Leon – but not any
more. And not just because its
two rivals have stepped up their
games. It’s also because the
latest Golf has gone backwards,
feeling slightly less plush than
its predecessor. It does just about
enough to be the best of this
trinity – it has some nice metal
trim highlights and decent fit and
finish – but next to a BMW 1 Series
it would be embarrassed.
All three have soft-touch
surfaces on the tops of their
dashboards and front doors, and
the Focus has stitched pads on its
centre console, where your knee
naturally rests. It feels the least
robust inside, though, and its
plastics feel the least upmarket.
The Leon drops points to the Golf
with its slightly low-rent door
pulls, but it’s a close-run thing.

Front space is fine in all three;
rear seat space is where the real
differences are. The Golf isn’t
much different from the old
model, with enough rear head and
leg room for anyone around six
feet fall but not a lot of the latter
to spare. The Focus and Leon have
plenty left over; even if you’re tall
and sitting behind someone
USED ALTERNATIVE
2019 Mercedes-Benz A-Class
For the same money as any of
the cars in this test, you could
put a one-year-old MercedesBenz A-Class on your driveway,
in petrol-powered A250 AMG
Line trim. What you’ll get is
a car that’s not only fast,
comfortable and good to drive
but also features one of the
most dazzling and high-tech
interiors in the family car class.
It also comes with a whole host
of welcome safety features.

The screen is really clear and,
like the Leon’s, is one of the
largest in the class. However,
the software seems to have
been designed primarily to
look good, with fancy images
of the car that rotate as you
swipe. Yet it doesn’t work very
well. As you swipe, it chugs at
times, occasionally crashing
and rebooting. Some of the
menus are confusing, with
features buried in nonsensical
places. Unlike in the Leon, you
have to pay (a lot) for natural
speech recognition.
WHAT YOU GET
Volkswagen Golf
Style

Display
size

Sat-nav

DAB
radio

10.0in

✓

✓

*Inc gesture control/streaming

✓ Standard 7 Not available

Wireless Bluetooth Apple
phone
CarPlay
charging

✓

✓

✓

Android Speakers
Auto

✓

6

Voice
control
£1600*

Upgraded Emergency
sound
SOS
system response

✗

✓
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BUYING AND OWNING
Costs, equipment, reliability,
safety and security

FORD FOCUS

BEST
REAR
SPACE

Boot 341-1320 litres
Suitcases 6

545-790mm

There’s quite a high load
lip to lift items over,
and no adjustable boot
floor. But space is above
average for the class and,
as with all three, you get
60/40 folding rear seats

795-1620mm
1015-1160mm

Boots’ suitcase-carrying capacities are measured with a 560x350x230mm
Antler suitcase, with the rear seatbacks in place and up to the parcel shelf

who has slid their seat back, your
knees will have loads of clearance.
The Focus and Leon are also far
more accommodating when you
need to carry a third adult in the
back; anyone sitting in the middle
rear seat of the Golf will really
struggle for leg room. Getting into
the Golf’s middle seat to start with
is also trickiest, especially if you
have big feet, not least because
of the awkwardly positioned
USB sockets; it would be easy to
kick, and potentially damage,
any cables plugged into them.
The Focus doesn’t have the high
central floor hump of the Leon and
Golf, so it has the most foot room
for a middle rear passenger.
Both the Focus and Leon have
above-average-sized boots for the
class, taking six carry-on suitcases
below the parcel shelf with
room left over. The Golf? Well, it
managed just five cases, although
it’s the only one with a heightadjustable boot floor that creates
a separate compartment below
when it’s raised to its highest
position. Doing this also reduces
the size of the lip at the boot
entrance – handy if you’re heaving
heavy items in or out. In the Focus
and Leon, there’s a substantial
drop down to the boot floor.
When you drop the rear
seatbacks in the Focus and Leon
(all three have a 60/40 split),
you’re left with a step in the floor
of the extended load bay. That’s
something else the Golf’s heightadjustable floor can sort out; it
creates a flat floor all the way to
the front seats, so you can slide
long loads in more easily. Speaking
of long loads, the Leon and Golf
also have a ski hatch, which adds
a bit more flexibility.

940mm
1395mm
720mm

940mm
1415mm

SEAT LEON

BEST
FRONT
SPACE

Boot 380-na litres
Suitcases 6

Leon has the biggest load
lip to strain your back
getting stuff in, but it has
as much space as the
Focus. As in the Focus,
there’s a stepped floor
with the rear seats folded
540-795mm

All three cars have plenty of space in the front. The Focus is
nip and tuck with the Leon in the back, with room for two sixfooters with leg room to spare. It’s best for a middle passenger
because the (almost) flat rear floor provides the most foot room

1080mm

945mm
1370mm
1005mm

730-1550mm

705mm
1410mm

1040-1205mm
1100mm

Each car offers lots of storage options throughout. If you’re extratall, the Leon has the most front head and leg room and just pips
the Focus for real-world rear leg room; the Focus is only better if
you fit your knees into the recesses in the back of its front seats

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF

The Golf has always straddled the
price gap between the really posh
family hatches (think Audi A3 and
Mercedes-Benz A-Class) and more
mainstream alternatives like those
it’s lined up against here. And that,
at least when it comes to up-front
costs, remains the status quo.
But consider long-term
ownership costs and it’s a different
picture. Indeed, the Golf’s slow
predicted depreciation is one of
the main reasons why it’s likely to
cost private cash buyers the least
in the long run. Excellent realworld fuel economy is another,
with the Golf averaging 49mpg
in our tests. Unsurprisingly,
the more powerful Leon wasn’t
as thrifty but still managed a
respectable 44.9mpg, which makes
the 44.1mpg achieved by the Focus
look a bit mediocre. However, it’s
12 | Reprinted from What Car? August 2020

Boot 381-1237 litres
Suitcases 5

430-775mm
745-1505mm

Golf’s boot is smallest
but, like the Leon’s, comes
with a ski hatch. Raising
the height-adjustable boot
floor reduces the load lip
and gives a flat floor with
the rear seats folded

935mm
1365mm
965mm
685mm
1420mm

1005-1270mm
1085mm

As in the Focus, you get carpeted door bins in the Golf to stop items
from rattling around, although they’re only lined on the three sides
you can see. Rear space is okay for two tall adults but poor for a
middle passenger, due to a shortage of leg room and big floor hump
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important to remember that, if
you place a factory order for a new
Focus, you’ll get that mild hybrid
system to help reduce its thirst.
In fact, the hybrid Focus’s low
CO2 emissions actually make it the
cheapest to run as a company car.
If you’re in the 40% tax bracket,
you’ll have to sacrifice £233 of your
salary every month to have one on
your driveway – a tenner less than
you’ll pay for the Golf and £21 less
than the Leon costs.
If you’re taking out a PCP
finance agreement, the Focus
will cost you the least in monthly
repayments, too. Put down a
£2500 deposit and over the next
three years (assuming an annual
mileage of 10,000), you’ll have to
fork out £320 a month, compared
with £332 for the Golf and £361 for
the Leon. Be aware, though, that if
you decided to buy the Golf at the
end of that period, you’d be faced
with a much larger final ‘balloon’
payment than with the other two.
All three cars come handsomely
equipped, with 17in alloys, climate
control (front only in the Focus,
front and rear in the Golf and
Leon), keyless start and ambient
interior lighting. The Focus and
Leon add power-folding door
mirrors, but the Focus alone
gets keyless entry and a heated
windscreen, steering wheel and
front seats. Mind you, the Leon is
the only one with metallic paint
as standard, while the Golf comes
with adaptive cruise control.
As for safety, all three come with
automatic emergency braking
(AEB) and lane-keeping assistance.
They all get LED headlights, too,
although the Focus’s can’t dip
automatically to avoid dazzling
oncoming drivers.
At the time of writing, Euro
NCAP hadn’t appraised the
Leon for crash safety. However,
the Focus scored slightly better
than the Golf for keeping adult
occupants safe in a crash, with
both cars awarded identical marks
for child crash protection. The
Focus was found to be slightly
more hazardous to pedestrians,
though, and its AEB system wasn’t
as good at picking up cyclists.
The Leon and Golf are too new to
have featured in the most recent
What Car? Reliability Survey, but
the Focus ranked a lowly 27th out
of 31 models in its class.

WHAT THEY WILL COST

STATS, SPECS AND RATINGS

All prices correct at time of testing

Ford Focus
1.0 Ecoboost Hybrid 125 Titanium X Edition
1471mm
Ford Focus
List price £25,190
Target Price £23,694

Seat Leon
List price £24,805
Target Price £22,941

Monthly cost

£320

£361

£332

Manufacturer
deposit contribution

£750

£1000

£1750

Alloy
wheel
size

1491mm
2000mm

670mm

Optional final payment

£8812

£10,004

£12,270

0%

4.0%

5.4%

7.2p per mile

5p per mile

6p per mile

na

£10

£10

Representative APR
Other fees

750mm

£279

2619mm

4378mm

4368mm

4284mm

Width 1991mm Turning circle 10.5m

Width 2073mm Turning circle 10.9m

OFFICIAL
MPG

Combined
Low speed
Medium speed
High speed

54.3mpg
43.4mpg
56.4mpg
64.2mpg

Test MPG
Fuel cost per 12,000 miles

£225

OFFICIAL
MPG

Combined
Low speed
Medium speed
High speed
Test MPG
Fuel cost per 12,000 miles

44.1mpg
£1352

Fuel tank
CO2 emissions

Three-year term, three-month deposit, 10,000 miles per year
na

685mm

2686mm

Width 1979mm Turning circle 10.7m

CONTRACT HIRE
Monthly cost

2010mm

ECONOMY & EMISSIONS

Fuel tank
CO2 emissions

52 litres
118g/km

48.7mpg
35.8mpg
48.7mpg
57.6mpg

OFFICIAL
MPG

44.9mpg
£1328

Combined
Low speed
Medium speed
High speed

51.6mpg
37.7mpg
52.7mpg
60.1mpg

Test MPG
Fuel cost per 12,000 miles
Fuel tank
CO2 emissions

50 litres
132g/km

49.0mpg
£1217
45 litres
124g/km

SAFETY

COMPANY CAR TAX
For 40% tax payers, until April 2021, 2022, 2023
£233, £233, £233

£254, £254, £254

RESALE VALUE BY YEAR

£244, £244, £244

n Ford Focus n Seat Leon n Volkswagen Golf

Euro NCAP rating (2018)
All protection
85%
AEB Yes

yyyyy
87%

72%

75%

Euro NCAP rating
Not tested
AEB Yes

Euro NCAP rating (2019)
All protection
95%
AEB Yes

Engine
Peak power
Peak torque
Gearbox

Engine
Peak power
Peak torque
Gearbox

yyyyy
89%

76%

78%

POWERTRAIN
Engine
Peak power
Peak torque
Gearbox

3cyl, 999cc, turbo, petrol
123bhp @ 6000rpm
155Ib ft @ 1750-2500rpm
6-spd manual

4cyl, 1498cc, turbo, petrol
148bhp @ 5000-6000rpm
184Ib ft @ 1500-3500rpm
6-spd manual

4cyl, 1498cc, turbo, petrol
128bhp @ 5000-6000rpm
148Ib ft @ 1400-4000rpm
6-spd manual

CARS PICTURED
Ford Focus1.0 Ecoboost 125 Titanium X with Desert Island Blue
metallic paint (£700), black part-leather trim, Convenience Pack (£500)
and head-up display (£400)

THREE-YEAR COST

n Depreciation n Insurance n Servicing n Road tax n Fuel (Test MPG)

EQUIPMENT

✓ Standard 7 Not available

1456mm

2700mm

Three-year term, £2500 customer deposit, 10,000 miles per year

Monthly cost

Volkswagen Golf
1.5 TSI 130 Style

2010mm

Volkswagen Golf
List price £25,495
Target Price £24,382

PCP FINANCE COSTS

Excess mileage charge

Seat Leon
1.5 TSI 150 Evo FR

Adaptive
cruise
control

Climate
control
front/rear

Heated
seats

✓/ ✗
✓/ ✓
✓/ ✓

✓
✗

Ford Focus

17in

£500*

Seat Leon

17in

£615**

Volkswagen Golf

17in

✓

£285

*Part of Driver Assistance Pack **Part of Safety and Driving Pack ^Due to be available later in 2020
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Heated Power-folding
windscreen door mirrors

✓
✗
✗

✓
✓
✗^

Privacy
glass

Digital
dials

Parking
sensors
front/rear

Rear-view
camera

Keyless
start/entry

Metallic
paint

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓/ ✓
✓/ ✓
✓/ ✓

£500

✓/ ✓
✓/ ✗
✓/ £400

£550

£245

✗
£300

✓
£625

Seat Leon 1.5 TSI 150 Evo FR with Nevada White paint and black cloth trim

Volkswagen Golf 1.5 TSI 130 Life with Atlantic Blue metallic paint (£625),
Soul Maze cloth trim, Discover Navigation Pro (£1600), Winter Pack (£550)
and carpet mats (£100)

Driving
Performance
Ride
Handling
Refinement

Driving
Performance
Ride
Handling
Refinement

Driving
Performance
Ride
Handling
Refinement

Behind the wheel
Driving position
Visibility
Infotainment
Quality

Behind the wheel
Driving position
Visibility
Infotainment
Quality

Behind the wheel
Driving position
Visibility
Infotainment
Quality

Space and practicality
Front space
Rear space
Seating flexibility
Boot

Space and practicality
Front space
Rear space
Seating flexibility
Boot

Space and practicality
Front space
Rear space
Seating flexibility
Boot

Buying and owning
Costs
Equipment
Reliability
Safety and security

Buying and owning
Costs
Equipment
Reliability
Safety and security

Buying and owning
Costs
Equipment
Reliability
Safety and security

OUR RATINGS

Overall rating
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SAYS
Over the years, the
Leon has had several
oh-so-nearly moments
against the Golf. It
was always a fine car,
but it had to rely on its
lower price to even get
close to VW’s perennial
champion, and even
then it usually came up
short.
Not any more. The
new Leon is, in many
ways, a fundamentally
better car than the
Golf Mk8. It’s more fun
to drive, plus it has a
better infotainment
system, more space in
the back and, in the
form tested here, a
better engine.
But that doesn’t
mean the Golf isn’t
a jolly good car. It
still sneaks ahead
of the Leon for ride
comfort and cruising
refinement, and it’s
likely to work out
cheaper in the long
run. It just isn’t quite the
outstanding all-rounder
that its predecessor
unequivocally was.
Indeed, the Golf only
just edges out the
Focus. The latter is still
a fine car and remains
the class benchmark
for driving fun in sporty
ST-Line form. But it isn’t
as dynamically brilliant
in this Titanium X trim,
while its interior
quality and reliability
record disappoint.

Volkswagen Golf

2

For Comfiest ride;
most economical;
cheapest to run
for private buyers;
best interior quality;
only one with
height-adjustable
boot floor

1

Against Noisiest
engine; fiddly
infotainment;
least practical
Recommended
options
Metallic paint
(£625), rear-view
camera (£300)

Save £1113 on this car at whatcar.com/new-car-deals
Ford Focus

3

For Quietest at
motorway speeds;
extremely well
equipped; best
rear seats; playful
handling; great
driving position
Against Worst
interior quality;
disappointing
reliability record;
lumpy ride
Recommended
options
Metallic paint
(£550), rear-view
camera (£500)

Save £1864 on this car at whatcar.com/new-car-deals
Seat Leon

For Strongest pace; most composed handling; good rear seat space;
well equipped; best infotainment system
Against Ride is on the firm side; pricey on PCP finance and to lease;
very few optional extras available

Save £1496 on this car at whatcar.com/new-car-deals
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Recommended options
None

Go to whatcar.com for all the latest comparison tests and
keep up to date with the latest from What Car? on our
social media channels

youtube.com/whatcar

@whatcar

facebook.com/whatcar

whatcar_official
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REVIEW

To find out more about the new Seat Leon visit
www.seat.co.uk
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